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Longitudinal Diagnostics for Free Electron Lasers

> Time Domain Methods
> Conversion to electrical signals
> Cross-correlation with external laser in medium
> Streak Cameras

> Spectral Methods
> Spectrometers with 1,4…N channels
> Autocorrelation of the radiation (Fourier transform 

spectroscopy)
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Formfactor with resonctructed temporal profile
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> More Methods
> Optical Replica Synthesizer
> Measurement of multiple ionization ratio
> Correlation in the spectral content of incoherent radiation
> FROG of visible radiation

Christopher Gerth, Eugen Hass



Use the Coulomb Field of the Bunches
> Ultra-relativistic bunches have a field that is purely transverse to the direction of 

motion
> The field can be probed besides the beam axis

> Electrical pickup
> Direct pickup

3Rasmus Ischebeck



Generate Radiation from the Bunches
> Transition radiation

> Diffraction radiation

> Synchrotron / edge radiation

> Undulator / FEL radiation

4Rasmus Ischebeck
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Wakefields
> Signal picked up near a beam in a storage ring

5Nicole.Hiller@kit.edu - EO measurements at KIT
PSI / DESY / KIT Mini-Workshop on Longitudinal Diagnostics for FELs 11-12 March 2013

First EOS results
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Wakefields
> Improved setting of waveplates
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Radiation Generated by the Bunches
> Coherent <-> incoherent radiation

7Rasmus Ischebeck
March 10, 2013 PSI, 

As electron bunches collide with an metallic foil, optical transition radiation is 
emitted. Looking at the spectral content of this radiation we can determine bunch 
length. 

•  Bunch length measurement  possible in coherent and incoherent domain 

Bunch length measurement using visible OTR 

PSI, 

•  OTR Spectrum 
•  Invariant coherent spectrum 
•  Variant incoherent spectrum 

Seite 2 
Bennie Smit
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Time Domain Methods

8Astronomical Clock in Prague, Wikimedia Commons
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Measurement of Electrical Signals
> Measurement at the PSI Proton Cyclotron

> Time-to-amplitude converters 
good for time resolution down to 
about 30 ps

9

BUNCH SHAPE MEASUREMENTS AT INJECTOR 2 AND RING 
CYCLOTRON 

R. Dölling, Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland

Abstract 
The longitudinal-horizontal 2-dimensional (2D) density 

distribution of a bunched 2.2 mA beam of ~72 MeV 
protons has been measured at the last turns of the 
Injector 2 cyclotron, in the middle of the transfer line to 
and at the first turns of the Ring cyclotron. Protons 
scattered by a thin carbon-fibre target are stopped in a 
scintillator-photomultiplier detector. The longitudinal 
bunch shape is given by the distribution of arrival times 
measured with respect to the 50 MHz reference signal 
from the acceleration cavities. More probes are foreseen 
at 72 and 590 MeV which will use additional fibres to 
also determine the longitudinal-vertical and two 
longitudinal-diagonal 2D density distributions. These 
measurements together with more detailed beam transport 
calculations will support the matching of beam core and 
halo and the quest for a reduction of beam losses. The 
achievable dynamic range in the given environment of the 
cyclotrons and the connecting beam line is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Injector 2 cyclotron delivers a 72 MeV 2.2 mA CW 

proton beam via a ~50 m long injection line to the Ring 
cyclotron, where it is accelerated to 590 MeV [1]. Beam 
loss is one of the main factors limiting the attainable 
beam current since hands-on maintenance is required for 
nearly all machine components. At this high current 
beam, already a thin beam halo contributes significantly 
to the beam losses. The transport of the whole distribution 
is strongly influenced by the beam space charge and the 
creation of new halo by scattering at collimators. Hence, 
already small changes at any location along the beam path 
can alter the total losses strongly. This makes setup and 
tuning difficult and leads to a tuning method mainly 
determined by examining the losses of the beam along its 
path and "turning all available knobs" to minimize losses 
at a given beam current level [2, 3]. Although this empi-
rical concept is useful for finding the optimum operation 
for a given machine configuration, well-directed changes 
of the machine configuration, leading to significant 
improvement, cannot be initialized by it. Also it is very 
difficult to find hidden causes in the case of a persistently 
bad beam quality. To overcome this, detailed numerical 
simulations [4] of the beam transport and matching 
including the beam halo are required together with 
detailed measurements of the 6D phase space distribution. 
This should result in an improved beam cleaning at low 
energies by additional slits, a matched beam core and 
halo, lower losses at higher energies, the ability to setup 
the whole machine in one pass and the ability to find 
sources of deteriorated beam by examining the beam in 
detail. 

The time-structure, i. e. the longitudinal bunch shape, is 
given by the distribution of arrival times of beam particles 
measured with respect to the 50 MHz reference signal 
from the acceleration cavities. In our case, protons are 
scattered by a thin carbon-fibre target towards a 
scintillator-photomultiplier detector [5, 6]. (This type of 
measurement is known since long and alternative methods 
are available [7-9].)  

From the wire position also a transversal coordinate is 
determined. By moving the wire horizontally, a 2D profile 
of the bunch density "as seen from above" can be 
measured. This has been done at the last two turns of 
Injector 2, in the middle of the connecting line to the Ring 
cyclotron (approximately at the superbuncher position) 
and at the first two turns of the Ring cyclotron (Fig. 1). 

 

 

Figure 1: Locations of time-structure probes. 

Repeating this with several wire orientations, does not 
yield the full 3D spatial charge density distribution, but 
rather several 2D projections. Hence, e.g. all 9 parameters 
describing size and orientation of an ellipsoid represen-
ting the bunch in real space can be determined and used in 
beam transport simulations on the matching of the beam 
core. More detailed information is available for detailed 
simulations including the beam halo. This type of 
measurement is under preparation for the last two turns of 
Injector 2, three locations in the connecting line and one 
behind the Ring cyclotron (Fig. 1). 

The wire target precisely defines the location of 
measurement and hence the time-structure even of short 
bunches can be determined with good accuracy. Although 
the pulse width from scintillator and photomultiplier tube 
(PMT) is quite large (~3 ns fwhm), the time-resolution 
can be of the order of 30 ps due to the statistics from the 
many created photo-electrons [5]. However, the level of 
radiation background from beam losses strongly deter-
mines the achievable temporal and spatial resolution and 
the dynamic range. 

Proceedings of HB2010, Morschach, Switzerland MOPD62
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Rudolf Dölling

 

 

Figure 4: Time-structure measurement of the last two 
turns in the Injector 2 cyclotron (roughly 0.4 and 1.4 turns 
before leaving the cyclotron). Bunches as seen from 
above and projections. Upper part: Unsufficient suppres-
sion of the protons degraded at the detector entrance at a 
PMT voltage of 850 V (later 3 peaks, the collimator 
design is not optimal). Lower part: Better suppression at 
lower PMT voltage (800 V, time scale shifted due to 
changed relative trigger level). The core bunches are 
nearly round (10 mm correspond to 90 ps; the dip at 2935 
mm is due to a malfunction of the measurement 
software). The bunch centers lie on a radius to the 
machine center. 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 5: Upper part: Same data as Fig. 4 lower part, but 
resampled to larger time bins (single event bins are 
visible; the 10%-level is given by the border between 
cyan and light blue). A time dependent but position-
independent broad "static background" is best visible at 
radii above 2980 mm (green curve in the projection 
derived from that radial range and adapted in height). The 
longer "shadow bunches" marked in red in the time 
projection have a radial profile (red) similar to that of the 
full projection (blue) and hence similar to that of the core 
bunches. They correspond to 1/12 of the beam current. 
Lower part: With further decreased PMT voltage (780 V). 
Projections are black (colored projections copied from 
upper part to indicate the difference). The "Static 
background" and the long "shadow bunches" have 
decreased, but much less than the core bunches. The 
"shadow bunches" now account for 77% of the signal.  

 

Proceedings of HB2010, Morschach, Switzerland MOPD62
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Cross-Correlation Techniques
> Cross-correlation with an external laser pulse

> Pockels effect allows to cross-correlate coherent THz fields with laser
> Reflectivity change allows to cross-correlate X-rays with laser

> Measure:
> Bunch arrival time
> Bunch length

10

fs laser  optical
stretcher

CCD
 gratings0 sc

EOP A

Bernd Steffen
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Pockels Effect
> Also known as “Electro-optical effect”
> Electric field induces birefringence in crystal
> Birefringence can be probed with a polarized laser
> Pockels Effect can probe down to time scales of 10…100 fs
> Effect is totally reversible
> Possible materials

> ZnTe
> LiNb
> GaP

11AFS Inc.

electromagnetic
field
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X-Ray Induced Reflectivity Change
> Index of refraction is changed by X-rays

12

7

What are the processes?

Sundaram and Mazur Nat. Mat. 1 217 (2002)

Supercontinuum approach...

Ryan Coffee
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Measurement of Bunch Arrival Time
> Arrival time signal generated at pickup is transferred onto an electro-optical 

modulator

13Vladimir Arsov, Florian Löhl

28

SwissFEL

M. Pedrozzi – FOKO October 30, 2009





 





  



 



 

 

 

Stability fiber link soon tested in laboratory

Target resolution: <6 fs
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Measurement of Longitudinal Bunch Profile
> Need a faster pickup (~THz)

> Direct sampling of transverse fields
> Coherent edge / synchrotron radiation 

(CSR)

14Felix Müller
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Measurement of Longitudinal Bunch Profile

15Felix Müller, Peter Peier
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Measurement of Longitudinal Bunch Profile

16Peter Peier
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Nitrogen in 2011

LCLS timing jitter correction

Page 6

Schorb et al., App. Phys. Lett. in production

Ryan Coffee

Measurement of Arrival Time

17



Encoding Techniques
> Spatial encoding
 + Easy to set up
 - Need imaging setup

18Rasmus Ischebeck

radiation
radiation

probe
beam crystal probe

beam
crystal

> Spectral encoding
 + Easy to set up
 + Insensitive to transverse inhomogeneities and jitter
 - Resolution limited by Fourier limit

> Temporal encoding
 + Very high resolution possible
 – Complex setup
 - Need high laser power
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Streak Camera
> Radiation generates photoelectrons from a 

photocathode
> Accelerated electrons are swept transversely by 

sweep electrodes
> Detection of photoelectrons with a 2-dimensional 

sensor
> Achievable resolution: ~300 fs FWHM

19Volker Schlott
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Streak CameraStreak Camera Data 

• Bunch length at BC2 was measured. 
• BC3 was bypassed. 
• S-band phase was shifted to change the 
bunch length. 

• Each figure shows 50-shot integrated image. 
• Bunch length of < 1 ps (FWHM) was obtained. 
Oct. 1st, 2012 32 

S-band phase +9 degrees 

0.542 ps (FWHM) 

S-band phase +13 degrees 

0.913 ps (FWHM) 

S-band phase +17 degrees 

1.42 ps (FWHM) 

0.308 ps (FWHM) 

20
 p

s 

XFEL lasing condition 
(S-band phase 0 degree) 

S-band Acc. 
BC2 

Streak  
Camera 

C-band Acc. 
BC3 

bypass 

20Hirokazu Maesaka
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 Examples of Synchroscan Streak Camera Measurements  (by M. Ferianis, ELETTRA)

Four Bunch Mode – Stable Beam Four Bunch Mode – Unstable Beam

Multi-Bunch Mode – Stable Beam Multi-Bunch Mode – Unstable Beam

21

Streak Camera

M. Ferianis
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•  THz pulse generated in LiNO3 by tilted wavefront method

•  THz pulse characterized on-target using EOS

•  EOS also establishes spatial and temporal overlap of THz pulse with NIR probe

•  Use NIR probe to find coarse temporal overlap with XUV

•  Block probe and use THz pulse to streak XUV induced photoemission

Terahertz Streak Camera

Adrian Cavalieri
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• All single-shots displayed for timescan #56
•  Interaction in Helium (isolated line)
•  0.3nC bunches; ~260eV; ~10µJ/pulse

Terahertz Streak Camera

Adrian Cavalieri
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Direct Streaking of the Electron Beam

24

> Requires integrated transverse field of several MV
> Use transverse deflecting RF structure, powered by klystron
> Two-dimensional measurements possible

10 ps
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2-Dimensional Measurements
> More examples of 2-dimensional measurements

25
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Christopher Gerth

Behrens et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 15, 062801 & 030707 (2012)



Comparison of Time Domain Methods

26Rasmus Ischebeck

MethodMethod Bunch length Arrival time Limitation Invasiveness Additional 
Advantages Ref

Electrical 
Signals

Cross-
Correlation

THz / 
Pockels 
effectCross-

Correlation
X-rays / 
reflectivity

Streak 
Cameras

GHz 
streaking 
(cathode)

Streak 
Cameras

THz 
streaking 
(gas)

Streak 
Cameras

Direct 
streaking

≳ 30 ps ≳ 30 ps Pickups, 
cables :-) 2-d mea-

surements [1]

≳ 30 fs ≳ 5 fs Absorption 
in crystal :-) [2]

— ≳ 10 fs Thermal 
processes :-) [3]

≳ 300 fs ≳ 1 ps Streak 
frequency :-) [4]

≳ 35 fs ≳ 5 fs Gas target :-| [5]

≳ 8 fs ≳ 100 fs
Streak field, 
Profile monitor 
resolution, 
Optics

:-( 2-d mea-
surements [6]

[1] Dölling, Proceedings of HB2010, Morschach, Switzerland, [2] Müller et al., Proceedings of FEL2010, Malmo, Sweden, [3] Bionta et al., Opt. Exp. 19 
21855 (2011) : Bionta et al., SPIE Proc. 8504 8504M (2012) : Harmand et al. Nat. Photonics 7 215 (2013), [4] Maesaka, IBIC 2012, Japan, [5] Adrian 
Cavalieri, private communication (2013), [6] Behrens et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 15, 030707 (2012)
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Spectral Methods

27Spanish Pipe Organ, Prague, Wikimedia Commons
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Spectral Methods
> Spectrum is the Fourier transform of the longitudinal form factor

> Measurement of the spectrum can be used to infer bunch length
> But: typically, phase information is lost

> Reconstruction possible if the complete spectrum is measured
> Use as relative monitor

> Varying complexity:
> Single channel
> 3 channels
> 5 channels
> 120 channels

28
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16

Relative Bunch Length Monitor
● Need shot to shot non-invasive bunch length 

monitor. 

● Diffraction aperture and broadband (pyroelectric) 
detector. 

Joe Frisch

1-Channel “Spectrometer”

29
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17

Relative Bunch 
Length Monitor

Pyroelectric 
detector good from 
100GHz to light
(response is not 
flat)

Si window transmits 
from mm-wave to 
~1 micron.

Can also use mm-
wave diodes for 
BC1 (< 1 THz)

Joe Frisch

1-Channel “Spectrometer”

30

Relative Bunch Length Monitor
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1-Channel “Spectrometer”

31

• The bunch length observed with the 
CSR monitor was calibrated by using 
the RF-deflector’s data.
o Electron beam was bypassed 

through BC3. 
• Bunch length was changed by the RF 

phase of the S-band accelerating 
structures.

• Estimated bunch length measurement 
sensitivity is about 6% at a bunch 
length of 170fs.

Setup	  of	  bunch	  length	  Calibra3on	  at	  BC2

Lasing

CrestOver	  bunching

CSR	  intensity	  and	  Bunch	  Length	  vs.
RF	  Phase	  of	  S-‐band	  Accelera3ng	  Structures	  

FWHM
~160fs

Image  of  Beam  kicked  by  RF-‐‑def.

Lo
ng

itu
di
na

l  d
ir
ec
tio

n

Yuji Otake
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1-Channel “Spectrometer”

32

> CSR intensity was linearly 
changed by the RF phase 
of the C-band (5712 
MHz) accelerating 
structure before BC3.

> Estimated bunch length 
measurement sensitivity 
is less than 0.1 deg., 
which is better than that 
of the RF deflector.

Lasing

CrestOver	  bunching

CSR	  intensity	  as	  a	  func3on	  of	  the	  RF	  Phase	  of	  the	  C-‐band	  accelera3ng	  
structures	  before	  BC3

Yuji Otake
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4-Channel ‘Spectrometer’

33

Technical Realization of Prototype in SITF: CSR Port

11.03.13PSI, Seite 7

Peter Peier, Franziska Frei
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4-Channel ‘Spectrometer’

34

RF Phase Scan at CSR Port with 180pC

Normalized signals from pyros with different filters Pyro signals compared to expected response

11.03.13PSI, Seite 9Peter Peier, Franziska Frei
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5-Channel Spectrometer

35

Antenna 
RF Detector 

To A/D Converter 

Rectangular 
Waveguide 

CTR Monitor 

• Coherent transition radiation from a fluorescent screen is 
detected. 

• By using a cut off of a rectangular waveguide, this works as a 
single-shot spectrometer. 

• In the injector part, about 10 GHz rf signal is obtained. 
– Bunch length ~ 100 ps 

Oct. 1st, 2012 27 
Hirokazu Maesaka
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5-Channel Spectrometer

36

CTR Monitor Data 

• The signal strength has a correlation with 
the bunch length. 
– Consistent with 1D simulation 
– Amplitude and phase of the sub-harmonic 
cavities can be determined 

Oct. 1st, 2012 28 

>3GHz 

>6GHz 

>12GHz 

>24GHz 

238MHz Voltage  [kV] 

simulation 
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Accelerating voltages of 238MHz sub-harmonic 
buncher cavity was scanned. 
(476 MHz booster was turned off.) 

Hirokazu Maesaka
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Setup
CRISP4

Courtesy of S.Wesch

• Five consecutive gratings as prefilter and dispersive
devices

• Wavelength coverage from 5.5 to 440µm with two sets
of gratings

• Set one: 5.5 to 44µm

• Set two: 44 to 440µm

• One order of magnitude in � for four gratings
• Parallel readout of 120 channels for one set of

gratings

E.Hass (University of Hamburg) 16 / 23

120-Channel Spectrometer

37Eugen Hass
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Formfactor with resonctructed temporal profile
CRISP4
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120-Channel Spectrometer

38Eugen Hass
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Autocorrelation of the Radiation
> Autocorrelation is the Fourier transform of the form factor

39
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Autocorrelation of the Radiation

40Volker Schlott                                                                                                                                              SLAC Seminar Talk, Stanford, July 23rd 2008

PSI Accelerator Activities and Diagnostics Highlights

 

Example of Martin-Puplett Interferometer (installed behind FLASH Synchrotron Radiation Beamline)

PG - polarizing grid

BDG - beam splitter grid

FRM - fixed roof mirror

MRM - movable roof mirror

PM2 - parabolic mirror

AG - analyzing grid

VDET - pyro-detector for

  vertical polarization
HDET - pyro-detector for

  horiz. polarization

courtesy of Lars Fröhlich, DESY

Volker Schlott, Lars Fröhlich
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Autocorrelation of the Radiation

41
Volker Schlott                                                                                                                                              SLAC Seminar Talk, Stanford, July 23rd 2008

PSI Accelerator Activities and Diagnostics Highlights

 SLS FEMTO Bunch Slicing  - Turn-by-Turn Bunch Length Evolution  III
prelim. data from: D. Abramsohn, Diploma thesis in preparationInterferogramms from 5 consecutive turns after slicing

Spectral Intensities of Turns 1 to 4 after Slicing

Spectral Intensity of Turn 0 (Theory and Experimental Data)

Bunch Lengths Evolution after Slicing in SLS Storage Ring

Volker Schlott
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Temporal vs Spectral Methods

42

:-) Temporal Methods

Absolute determination of bunch length 
and shape

2-d measurements possible

Allow to measure arrival time

:-∫ Temporal Methods

Require an external reference

:-) Spectral Methods

Easy to set up

Very sensitive to bunch length changes

Robust setup allows for feedbacks

Methods become easier for shorter 
bunches

:-∫ Spectral Methods

Phase reconstruction methods require 
graduate students
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Longitudinal Diagnostics for Free Electron Lasers
Rasmus Ischebeck, Paul Scherrer Institut
> Thank you for slides, graphics, photos and plots provided by:

> Vladimir Arsov
> Adrian Cavalieri
> Marta Divall
> Rudolf Dölling
> Joe Frisch
> Christopher Gerth
> Eugen Hass
> Nicole Hiller
> Hirokazu Maesaka
> Yuji Otake
> Peter Peier
> Eduard Prat
> Volker Schlott
> Bennie Smit

> Slides available at: http://people.web.psi.ch/ischebeck
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